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For an overview of all the new releases and bug fixes in this version, click here.

Introduction
A new version was released—offering enhanced functionality, performance improvements, and more.
An overview of all the new developments can be found in the Product Release Notes. This guide
shows you how to set up and use the new capabilities that were released.
Features are divided into two sections:
•

Generally Available includes features that are available for all businesses to use. However, you
may need to upgrade the version (zapp) or loader, or resubmit the app before certain features
can be used.

•

Pilot includes features that are only available to selected businesses—as part of a pilot program to
properly test and improve features before they are released to all businesses. As such, these
features are only visible to businesses who are participating in the pilot.

Note: You can see which updates or permissions are required for each feature from Requirements.
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Generally Available
Data Explorer – Improved Filters & Navigation
To provide a better user experience, the design of the navigation and filters of the Data Explorer were
enhanced. You can also now view the date range for the data which is available for your business,
create templates, and use an enhanced filter menu. Note: This will be available in the coming days.

Enhanced Points & Credit Log
From their Hub profiles, view logs when members receive or use points (or credit)—for example, if
they accumulated points for their purchase. This log includes the source, from where their balance
was updated. If the balance was changed because of a rule, it also includes the rule ID (internal
identifier for support issues). For example:
•
•

Point or credit balance was updated by 50.00 from POS
Point or credit balance was updated by 40.00 from a Rule (rule ID:123)

Here are the possible sources for receiving and using points/credit.
Source

Description

Rule

Add Points or Redeem Points actions for Rules (or from smart automations)

Import

Adding or deducting points by import

POS

Paying or loading points from the POS (using the payment/PayWithBudget API calls)

Client

Buying gifts from the Point Shop

Hub

From Filter Members or one-time activity

Scheduler

Birthday/Anniversary Rules
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Como API – Payment Card Details
When customers perform a purchase at the POS (or other services that implemented the Como API
such as ordering sites), Como can now receive additional payment details—including the type of
credit card used. See PaymentCard for API v2.8 and paymentCard for API v4.
Note: The payment details collected do not require PCI compliance and personal details are saved
according to data privacy regulations.

View Deal Analysis
View KPIs of your deals to measure their success, including how many times the deal was applied, for
how many distinct members and the total discount applied from this deal.
Note: For POS’s that implemented API version 2.8 and earlier, these KPIs are estimates. A deal is
counted as applied if it’s calculated for a member (GetMemberBenefits API call), and then a purchase
is submitted for the same member (SubmitPurchase API call).

Add Deal Limits
Limit the number of times a deal can be applied for each member in total, or for each member within
a specific time period (such as once per day). Learn More

Note: For POS’s that implemented API version 2.8 and earlier, the number of times that a deal was
applied is estimated. A deal is counted as applied if it’s calculated for a member (GetMemberBenefits
API call), and then a purchase is submitted for the same member (SubmitPurchase API call).
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One-Time Filters by Member Action
Filter members according to their actions to perform one-time activities on them. For example:
•
•
•

Send a coupon for diapers to members that bought baby products in the last 6 months
Send an SMS to members that didn’t purchase in the last 2 months to invite them to stop by
Send a reminder to members that received a specific benefit but didn’t yet redeem it

Available Actions
The following actions are currently available. For each action, you can define the date range along
with additional criteria. If you add multiple actions (or even member attributes), then all of the filter
criteria must be satified by each member.
Action

Additional Criteria

Made a purchase

All purchase conditions, except mean of payment.
Note: Find members that didn’t purchase specific items using the didn’t
purchase action (instead of “shopping cart doesn’t contain…”). If you add
multiple purchase conditions, all must be satisfied for the same purchase.

Didn’t purchase

At specific location, or certain items

Received a benefit

Specific benefit or benefit source
Note: You cannot select multiple benefits. Either one specific benefit, or all.

Redeemed a benefit

Specific benefit or location
Note: You cannot select multiple benefits. Either one specific benefit, or all.

Didn’t redeem a benefit

Specific benefit or location
Note: This currently includes members that also didn’t receive the benefit.

Opened the app

No additional criteria

Joined the program

If they used an invite code, used a specific invite code, or the joining source
(such as at the POS or from the app)
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Add Purchase Conditions for Gifts
Create gifts that can only be redeemed in specific purchases. For example, allow members to only
redeem gifts in specific locations, or if they spend over a certain amount in the purchase. Learn More

Create Scratch Cards
Create scratch cards to give members a gift with an element of surprise and interactive experience—
by choosing Scratch Card for App gamification type in the gift’s display settings.

Notes:
•
•

Scratch cards are not yet supported for the new gen app.
To activate a scratch card, Show redeem code in the app must be checked.
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Create Classic Punch Cards
Create classic punch cards which provide members with a free item when they buy a certain number
of these items. For example, buy 5 coffees and get the 6th for free. The new Punch Card activity allows
you to define your reward, when the card will be punched, add terms, and control display settings for
your card. In this phase, rules are still required to send the card. Learn More
To create a classic punch card:
1. From your campaign in the Campaign Center, select +Activity and then Punch Card.

2.

Enter a name for your punch card and add a description.
Note: You cannot have more than one punch card with the same name.

3. From the Definition tab, select the number of items and which items the member needs to
purchase to get the next one for free. Note: No rules are required to punch the card.
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Note: You can limit the number of punches the member can receive in each purchase. For
example, if they buy 2 coffees in one purchase but the limit is 1, they will only get 1 punch.
4. From the Terms tab, define who can use the punch card and when—including:
•
•
•
•

Member segment that can receive, punch or redeem the card
Days, dates, and times that the card can be used used (general validity period)
How long after receiving the card the member can punch and redeem it (ex: 30 days)
Certain purchase conditions for punching and redeeming the card

Note: The actual validity period is the overlap between the general validity period and validity
conditions based on receiving it. For example, if the punch card is valid for all of January and
up to 10 days after receiving it, and the member receives it on December 28th, the member
can punch or redeem it from Jan 1 until Jan 6.

5. From the Display tab, you can edit the display settings.
The display name, description and image are used when displaying the punch card on the
member’s benefit list (shown in the app, POS, customer portal, or ordering sites).
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6. To activate your punch card, click Save.
Notes:
•
•

You also have the option to save it as a draft if you’re not ready to activate it. You can also
save it as a template to reuse again later.
Once a punch card is activated, you cannot edit the number of punches. In addition, cards
that are deactivated cannot be edited at all.

Contact Support from Como Hub
Open a support ticket right from the Como Hub from the profile menu in the header, or help tab on
the side.
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Target Members Based on Auto Segments
Easily add conditions for activities and gifts based on our auto customer segmentation. For example,
target members that haven’t visited in a while, Big Spenders, or that prefer a specific location.

RFM
Customers are automatically segmented according to the RFM model—which builds segments
according to how recently they visited, how frequently they visited and how much they spent
(montary). For example, Big Spenders spent a lot, visited often and somewhat recently. Learn More

Days Since Last Visit
This segmentation type allows you to target members according to how long it’s been since they last
visited. For example, to target members that haven’t visited in the last 59 days:

Preferred Location & 2nd Preferred Location
Customers are automatically segmented according to the location they visited most often and second
most often. To target members that visit a specific location, you need to enter the value in the same
format as the member is tagged (such as *Personal|Preferred Location|London*). Learn More
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Pilot
A new generation of Como apps is available to selected businesses as a pilot—offering newly
designed screens and flows to provide a better user experience. Additional features and capabilities
are now supported for the new generation app, and more will be added in the coming releases.

New Gen App: Coupon Codes
Allow members to enter coupon codes in the new gen app—to trigger rules that send them rewards.

New Gen App: Point/Credit Payment Codes
Allow members to generate payment codes from the new gen app to pay at the POS with their points
or credit balance. You can also select whether to display this code as numeric, QR or barcode.
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Payment Code Screen
To allow members to generate payment codes from their app, add the Pay with Points/Credit at POS
button to either your navigation bar, tiles widget, side menu, etc.

Code Display
From Operation > Settings > App Settings > Code Display, select whether to display this code as
numeric, QR or barcode.
Note: This setting also affects how the temporary member ID code is displayed in the new gen app
(used to identify on a purchase).

Payment Wallet
Businesses can choose to use only points, only credit or both points and credit for their program (for
example, one wallet for their Point Shop and a different wallet for paying at the POS).
The payment code can be used to pay with points OR credit (not both)—depending on which wallet
the business selects as their payment wallet (from Operation > Settings > Point/Credit Settings):
•

If the business uses one wallet, the wallet is specified in Business Wallet.

•

If the business uses both points and credit, the wallet is specified in Pay with Credit.
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New Gen App: Copy Colors
To make it easier for businesses with Como apps to upgrade to the new gen app, there is now an
option to automatically migrate app colors from their current color scheme.

The colors are migrated as follows:
Old Color Scheme

New Gen App Color Scheme

Background Overlay

Background

-

Navigation Bar Background

Text

Icon

Text

Text Only

Page Header Text

Header Text

Page Header Background

Header Background

Button Text

Button Text

Strokes and Buttons

Button Background

Side Menu

Side Menu Background

-

Widget Background
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New Gen App: Better Icon Names
Icon names are now more informative and easy to understand—by indicating where they are used in
the app and what the icon represents so you can more easily customize them to your needs.
Note: If the icon name contains (custom), this means the icon is not used by default anywhere in the
app. So if you choose another image for this icon, it will only be used for the button you choose this
icon for.
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Bugs
The following bug fixes will be released:
CNP-14972 existing locations can't be edited in locations area / Location Group name contains

CNP-14832 Find and Filter differences within Member Tag field

CNP-14784 Hub 2.0 - Birthday rule run at an improper time

CNP-14711 Create condition based on external member id is giving error message - Hub 2

CNP-14697 Duplicated location within application

CNP-14546 Transactions aren't being analyzed if Customer identifier (appClientId, temporaryToke) expires
during the transaction

CNP-14506 Cannot export filtered data (Filter/DataExplorer)

CNP-14395 HUB 1.0 - Featured Location & Sort by functionality disabled

CNP-14170 Custom Icons isn't showing in the hub

CNP-13856 Zapp: Percentage mark (%) disruptive punch card's text content

CNP-12591 Zapp: Mobile Zap - Support Gifts with no buttons (Hub 1 and Hub 2.0)
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Requirements
Here are the updates and permissions required to use the capabilities that were released:
•

To create gifts without buttons (e.g., without a redeem button), the app version must be
updated (Zapp version LTR 524/RTL 600)

•

All new generation app enhancements are only available to selected business in a pilot
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